PEDESTRIAN MARKING AT CROSSWALK

300 mm (12") white crosswalk lines

Detail 22 or See project plans

Reflective white legend markings per Caltrans std plan A24D

W54

7.5 m (25') Red curb

Variable—See project plans

PEDESTRIAN MARKING AT SCHOOL CROSSWALK

300 mm (12") yellow crosswalk lines

Detail 22 or See project plans

Variable (See project plans)

Reflective yellow legend markings per Caltrans std plan A24D

SW25

7.5 m (25') Red curb

SR4 (posted speed limit exceeds 25 MPH)

W63 or SW24 (posted or prima facie speed limit=25MPH)

NOTES:

1. Legend shall be installed in each traffic lane approaching a school or pedestrian crossing unless project plans show only a single set of legend markings centered between two adjacent lanes or a double set of legend markings installed in one exceptionally wide lane.

2. Legend shall be centered on the traffic lane excluding parking and/or bike lane.

3. Minimum red curb on approach crosswalk shall be 7.5 m (25'), with 4.5 m (15') on departure legs.

4. All school and pedestrian warning signs (W54, W54A, W63, SW24, SW25 and SR4) shall be 3M high-visibility fluorescent yellow-green.

Dimensions are in millimeters, except as noted.